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Legend

Context Icons:

Individual Work

Work in Groups

Whole Class

Task Icons:

Discuss

Read

Write

Quiz/Test

Instructor Resource Curation

Instructor Orchestration

Introduce Activity

Present a lecture on stigmatized populations
(obese patients, indigenous patients, and LGBTQ+
patients).

...

Complete Bias Tests

Complete the Harvard Implicit Bias test on
obese vs thin people using a computer
Choose and complete a second test
(relating to nationality, race, gender, etc.)

...
Discuss Results and

Language of Questions

Discuss the results of their tests, focusing on
biases and the theme of word choice and
language.

...

Direct Students to
Online Test

Direct students to access and complete two
sections of the Harvard Implicit Bias test.

...

Reflect on Concepts:
Implicit & Explicit Bias

Discuss implicit and explicit biases, both
pedagogically and at a more personal level.

...

Prepare Activity

Prepare 4 discussion questions for end-of-class
discussion.

...
Prepare for Class

Read a text in their course-pack pertaining to
research on stigmatized populations.

...

Discuss Impact of
Biases

Discuss questions prompted by the instructor. For
example: Would you be comfortable with your
future employer knowing the results of this test,
why or why not?

...
Record Answers and

Submit

Finish answering the questions on their
laptops
Submit work into the instructor before the
end of the class.

...

In this single-class activity, students take the Harvard implicit bias test and confront their own implicit and explicit biases to make them better able to
mitigate their relationships with patients and colleagues in their internships and future careers. See a full description here.



Facilitate Follow-up
Discussion

Facilitate another class-wide discussion on what
students got out of the exercise, especially related
to own biases and view of how biases are
unavoidable and do not necessarily make you a
bad person.

...
Add Journal

Entry

Complete a writing assignment that is structured as
a journal entry.

Note: This is an optional assignment (one of five
completed throughout the course) about what the
students learned about themselves and the
concepts in this activity.

...

Engage in Follow-up
Discussion

Review and share experiences and insights.

...


